
Characters D6 / 4D6-J-A7 (Imperial Security Droid)

Name: 4D6-J-A7

Manufacturer: Arakyd Industries

Model: RA-7 protocol droid

Class: Protocol droid

Height: 1.7 meters (5 ft, 7 in)

Gender: Feminine programming

Sensor color: Black

Plating color: Black

Dexterity: 1D

Knowledge: 1D

         Bureaucracy 4D, Business 3D, Languages 5D, Willpower

6D

Mechanical: 1D

Perception: 1D

         Search 5D, Lipreading 5D

Strength: 1D

Technical: 1D

         Communications 5D, Security 6D

Equipped with:

         Humanoid Body (two arms, two legs, head)

         Two visual sensors - Infra Red, and Binocular vision

         Two Audio Sensors - wide frequency monitoring systems

         Vocabulator speach/ sound system

         G45 Compubrain

Move: 8

Size: 1.7 meters tall

Cost: 600 (used)

Description: The RA-7 protocol droid 4D6-J-A7 served the Galactic Empire's Imperial Intelligence and

Imperial Security Bureau as an administrative assistant during the Age of the Empire. As a result of

intrusion protection applied on her databanks, 4D6-J-A7 developed a conceited attitude that led to her

looking down on other droids of lower station. She was present in the Empire's Citadel Tower on the

planet Scarif when a battle against the Rebel Alliance began, which culminated in the tower's destruction

by the Empire's Death Star superweapon.

Biography

4D6-J-A7 was an RA-7 protocol droid who served as an administrative assistant in Imperial Intelligence



and in the Imperial Security Bureau. During the reign of the Empire, she was stationed in the Imperial

Office of Security in the Citadel Tower, a structure containing the archival Scarif vault, located in the

Imperial security complex on the planet Scarif.

In the year 0 BBY, she was present in the tower when Rebel Alliance agents Jyn Erso, Cassian Jeron

Andor and K-2SO infiltrated the structure disguised as Imperial staff. The Alliance trio passed 4D6-J-A7

within the tower while the droid was conversing with a pair of Imperial officers, but she failed to recognize

the infiltrators as a real threat to the Empire. The Battle of Scarif broke out soon after, resulting in the

Alliance's theft of the plans to the Empire's Death Star superweapon and the destruction of the Citadel

Tower by the Death Star itself.

Characteristics

Manufactured by Arakyd Industries, 4D6-J-A7 had feminine programming; black sensors and distinctive,

glossy black plating; and, like all RA-7 protocol droids, stood 1.7 meters (5 feet, 7 inches) tall. Given that

4D6-J-A7 was regularly exposed to highly classified information, her databanks were protected from

electronic or other forms of intrusion. This, and her high rank, led to her developing a conceited attitude

and acting in a mean and insufferably arrogant manner to droids of a lower station, neither of which

affected her performance on Scarif. 
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